FOLLOW UP ON SERVICE BULLETIN 1A

TO ALL MAJOR PUMP CUSTOMERS

Gentlemen:

We have found on several occasions that the information issued in Service Bulletin #1 has not been followed or dispersed to field service representatives.

The information in this Service Bulletin should be carried out on service checks, and strainers replaced with new improved strainer QSM-G329F.

It is possible, if this is not carried out, that a major pump overhaul may be required.

As stated in the Service Bulletin #1, the new and improved water cooling and lubricating arrangement which omits the strainers began with pump serial #Q-23495, QSM-23467 and QLQ-23462, therefore Service Bulletin #1 does not pertain to this arrangement. Fire Companies should be instructed in the importance of a good maintenance program and periodic service checks.

Yours very truly,
HALE FIRE PUMP COMPANY

C. R. Shafter
service manager